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ABSTRACT

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has recognized the importance of the collection,
assessment, and feedback of operating experience data from commercial nuclear power plants and has
centralized these activities in the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD). Such
data is essential for performing safety and reliability analyses, especially analyses of trends and patterns to
identify undesirable changes in plant performance at the earliest opportunity to implement corrective
measures to preclude the occurrence of a more serious event. One of NRC's principal tools for collecting
and evaluating operating experience data is the Sequence Coding and Search System (SCSS). The SCSS
consists of a methodology for structuring event sequences and the requisite computer system to store and
search the data. The source information for SCSS is the Licensee Event Report (LER), which is a legally
required document.

This paper describes the objectives of SCSS, the information it contains, and the format and
approach for constructing SCSS event sequences. Examples are presented demonstrating the use of SCSS
io support the analysis of LER data. The SCSS contains over 30,000 LERs describing events from 1980
through the present. Insights gained from working with a complex data system from the initial
developmental stage to the point of a mature operating system are highlighted. Considerable experience
has been gained in the areas of evolving and changing data requirements, staffing requirements, and quality
control and quality assurance procedures for addressing consistency, software/hardware considerations for
developing and maintaining a complex system, documentation requirements, and end-user needs.

Two other approaches for constructing and evaluating event sequences are examined including (1)
the Accident Precursor Program (ASP) where sequences having the potential for core damage are identified
and analyzed, and (2) the Significant Event Compilation Tree (SECT) method of the Nuclear Energy Agency
in which incident trees are developed by merging the branches of several individual sequences.



INTRODUCTION

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has recognized the importance of the collection,
assessment, and feedback of operating experience data from commercial nuclear power plants and has
centralized these activities in the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD). Such
data is essential for performing safety and reliability analyses, especially analyses of trends and patterns to
identify undesirable chaiges in plant performance at the earliest opportunity to implement corrective
measures to preclude the occurrence of a more serious event. One of NRC's principal tools used in
collecting and evaluating operating experience data is the Sequence Coding and Search System (SCSS). The
SCSS consists of a methodology for structuring event sequences and the requisite computer system to store
and search the data. The source information for SCSS is the Licensee Event Report (LER), which is a
legally required document submitted by the licensees operating commercial plants. [1]

The SCSS was under development [23] from late 1980 through 1984 as one of several steps taken
by NRC following the accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 to upgrade and develop a more comprehensive
program for compiling and assessing the substantial amount of operating data being generated, particularly
as reported in LERs. The number of LERs being reported at this time was approximately 3,100 per year
and increasing as more plants became operational. A computerized file of LERs existed prior to the
development of SCSS but was limited in its capabilities to support more detailed searches and analyses of
the data.

Historically, LERs were searched using descriptive keywords and performing textual searches of the
abstracts of the events. These modes of searching frequently proved to be imprecise and inefficient. Also,
the additional narrative descriptions contained in the LERs were not included nor reflected in the LER file
for searching. The coded data available could be searched efficiently but included information on only one
component or system. Thus, the coded fields could not be used to search for multiple or subsequent
failures. The text information on component and system failures available was based on separate
occurrences, thus losing any information about the relationships and sequential nature of the occurrences.
Consequently, the existing system could not support identification and analyses of more complex events.

One additional problem that existed at the time of the development of SCSS concerned the lack
of consistency by licensees in reporting LERs. The decisions as to the reportability of an event were made
by individual licensees based on their technical specifications and on written NRC guidelines.
Inconsistencies existed among licensees relative to what types of events were reportable. In 1984, NRC
revised the reporting criteria for LERs to establish a consistent set of criteria. [1] The revised criteria
required that considerably more detail and information be presented in narrative form as to the cause or
causes of the event, system and component failures, and involvement of personnel. These revisions were
made, in part, with SCSS in mind to provide more detailed information that SCSS could capture.

This paper describes the objectives of SCSS, the information it contains, and the format and
approach for constructing SCSS event sequences. Examples are presented demonstrating the use of SCSS
to support the analysis of LER data. The SCSS contains over 30,000 LERs describing events from 1980
through the present. Insights gained from working with a complex data system from the initial
developmental stage to the point of a mature operating system are highlighted. Considerable experience
has been gained in the areas of evolving and changing data requirements, staffing requirements, and quality
control and quality assurance procedures for addressing consistency, software/hardware considerations for
developing and maintaining a complex system, documentation requirements, and end-user needs.

Two other approaches for constructing and evaluating event sequences are examined including: (1)
the Accident Precursor Program (ASP) [4] where sequences having the potential for core damage are
identified and analyzed using probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) methodology and (2) the Significant Event
Compilation Tree (SECT) method [5] of the Nuclear Energy Agency in which incident trees are developed
by merging the branches of several individual trees or sequences. This paper briefly compares the three
methods of constructing sequences for trends and pattern analyses and discusses their objectives and
similarities.



SCSS SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

The primary objective of SCSS is to reduce the descriptive text of LERs to a coded sequence
relating individual occurrences. Detailed information is encoded for each occurrence reported in the LERs,
e.g., component failure, system failures, effects on the unit, and personnel errors. These individual
occurrences are linked together to construct or form the sequence(s). The SCSS database was designed to
meet two system requirements: (1) all relevant technical information from the LER and supplemental
information are encoded and (2) all technical information is sufficiently tagged for precise retrieval. The
SCSS was developed by NRC's AEOD office and Oak Ridge National Laboratory's (ORNL) Nuclear
Operations Analysis Center (NOAC).

Three basic elements of SCSS form the basis for describing the event reported in the LER. These
elements are defined as follows:

Occurrence - a single step or happening such as failure of a component, failure of a system, or
personnel error.

Sequence - occurrences (steps) that are related and ordered in time (a chain of occurrences).

Event - occurrences that may or may not be related and that are reported in a single LER; the
event may be comprised of one or more separate sequences.

Figure 1 illustrates these three elements.

The SCSS provides a structured format for
capturing the operating experience information via
sequences. There are six types of steps or
occurrences that may be tied together to form
sequences. These six step types are defined as
follows:

Equipment failure - a component fails to
perform its intended function because of
(1) a reason for which the component is
held directly accountable (the pump failed
to run because of a broken shaft) or (2) a
command fault, in which the component
failure was caused by something other than
failure of the component itself (the pump
failed to start because it did not receive the
signal to start).

Figure 1 Illustration of Basic Elements of SCSS

Personnel action - sequences include personnel action steps when personnel initiate the sequence
(e.g., the operator bumps a switch and trips a breaker) or the personnel action is an integral part
of the sequence (e.g., in executing a procedure or test, the personnel performs the operations out
or order); most personnel action steps are personnel errors; however, on occasion successful
personnel actions are encoded when they provide information beneficial to understanding the entire
sequence.

System lcel - loss of an entire system, i.e., a total system failure.



Subsystem level - the loss or failure of one or more portions or trains of a multi-train system, e.g.,
loss of one train of auxiliary feedwater, loss of one diesel generator (train) in the emergency power
system, or loss of one channel of the reactor protection system instrumentation.

Unit effect - indicates any significant effects on the unit itself such as an automatic reactor trip,
power reduction, manual shutdown, etc; also includes information on engineered safety feature
(ESF) actuations in terms of what ESF system actuated and the parameter of actuation.

Environmental effect - similar to the unit effect step but contains data about (1) radiological
releases to containment, site, or environment and (2) personnel exposures, if any, resulting from
the event.

Combinations of these six steps are linked together to structure sequences in the form of an event
matrix. Data on the individual occurrences (cause, system and component involved, effect, component
manufacturer, etc,) represent the horizontal portion of the matrix while the linkage of the individual
occurrences comprises the vertical component of the event matrix. There are thirteen fields for which
information is encoded for each separate step, plus three more fields used to properly relate the step of
interest to preceding and succeeding steps to structure the sequence. Note that the various fields contain
different types of data depending on the step type employed. The multiple uses of the same fields enhances
the flexibility of the system to capture more information and accommodate capturing new types of
information over time. These thirteen fields are:

Cause - the cause of the individual step, i.e., the cause of the component or system failure or
personnel action.

Primary System (PSYS) - (1) the system in which the component belongs, or (2) for personnel
steps, the type of personnel activity involved (operations, maintenance, testing, etc).

Interfacing System (ISYS) - (1) the system being controlled or monitored, or (2) the system being
isolated by the containment Isolation system, or (3) the system that is leaking to or from the
primary system.

Component (COMP) - (1) the component that failed, or (2) the trains or channels of a system that
were affected, or (3) indication of total system failure, or (4) the type of personnel (licensed
operator, other utility personnel, contractor, etc.), or (5) other units affected by the event besides
the unit of interest.

Vendor (VEND) - name of the vendor of the failed component if indicated in the LER.

Quantity (QUAN~) - number of failed components, trains, channels, or personnel actions.

Train <TR) - identifies failures in the sequence that belc , the same or different train(s).

Channel CCH) - identifies failures in the sequence that belong in the same or different channel(s).

Differ (DP - identifies whether the person or component in the object step is the same or different
from the person or components of a previous step.

Timing CO - (1) indicates timing of the failure (instantaneous, preexisting, or potential), or (2)
indicates the initial unit conditions (steady-state operation, startup, refueling, etc) for the unit effect
step, or (3) indicates radioactivity release for the environmental effect step.



Performance (?) - (1) describes the performance of equipment (total failure, partial failure, or no
failure) plus whether repair action was required, or (2) indicates the effect (reactor trip, manual
shutdown, power reduction, etc.) for unit effects step, or (3) indicates personnel exposure for
environmental effect steps.

Detection CD) - method of detection of the step of interest, e.g., the failure or error detected during
operations, maintenance, from an NRC notification, review of procedures, etc

Effect CEFF) - resulting effect of the failure or personnel error.

The three fields that relate the individual steps to structure the sequence are:

Step CSTEP1 - the step number order in which occurrences take place.

Link fLK*) - the link number relating the object step to a prior step.

Sublink t'SK) - sublink entry (alphabetic) linking multiple preceding steps to the step of interest.

EXAMPLE OF AN SCSS DATABASE RECORD

Figure 2 presents an example of an SCSS database record for an LER. In addition to the encoded
data in the sixteen fields of the event matrix, other data are included all of which are also searchable.
Appropriate data vriouely identify the event in terms of the LER number, which consists of the docket
number (identifies 'he ,.-<ant), the year the event occurred, and the sequential LER number for the specific
year. Other information indicates the type of reactor, nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor, NRC
geographical region (one of five NRC regions) where the plant is located, the architect engineer, and the
licensee that operates the plant. The date of the event, the reportability criteria for which the event is
submitted, and any other related events as indicated by the licensee also are noted.

The following observations can be made regarding the various steps in the event matrix in Figure 2:

Personnel Steps - Steps 1. 5, and 10

Step 1. The contractor personnel (COMP=PCP) executing a maintenance activity (PSYS=PM)
performed an undesirable task (EFF=UA) leading to the operation of the pushbutton described
in step 2. The cause was simply a personnel error (CAUSE=SA). This step is an initiating step
(LINK=0).

Step 5. This step indicates a design error (PSYS=PD) by an unknown individual (COMP=PZ)
associated with the check valve in step 6. This step is also an initiating step, which starts a
sequence of occurrences that contributes to the overall event.

Step 10.. This step is provided to give additional information in that it describes a correct action
(CAUSE=SE) by the licensed operator (COMP=PLO) in performing an operations activity (PSYS-
PO). However, the resultant effect of his actions was undesirable (EFF=UA) in that his actions
exacerbated the transient, which led to the high steam generator water level and subsequent reactor
trip.



FORM 8 LER SCSS DATA 02-25-89
A*******************************************************************
DOCKET TEAR LER NUMBER REVISION DCS NUMBER

247 1986 006 0 8807250371
***»*•»**••••••****«*••**•••*•*****•***••«*»••*

DOCKET:247 INDIAN POINT 2

NSIC
209938

EVENT DATE
06/17/88

TTPE:PWR
NS3S:UEREGION:

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEER:
FACILITY OPERATOR:

SYMBOL:
COMMENTS
STEP 7: EFF HX - REVERSE FLOW. SMP/TX/1 REM: INSTALLED LABEL ON
MAIN BOILER FEED PUMP TRIP BUTTON.

1
UECX
CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO.
CEC

TEP
1
2
3
t,
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

LK SLK
0
1
2
3 A
0
5 A
6 X
A
8
3
10
11
12
13

CAUSE
SA
RC
IH
RC
SA
RC
RC
RT

SE
RT
RC
RC
VM

PSYS
PM
IT
FI
FI
PD
FI
FI
FI
XX
PO
FI
AH
FB
XX
YY

I SYS COMP VEND
PCP

FI PB
MOT
PMPZ
PZ
CVZ C684
CVZ C68A
XXX

PLO
XXX
SG
TRB

QUAN
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

TR

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

CH DI
1

1 1
1
1
2
1
1
1

3
1
1
1

T
A
A
A
A
M
A
A
A
E
A
A
A
A
E
N

P
T
T
T
T
T
TR
TR
P
BZ
T
T
T
T
AC
N

D
<
F
F
F
R
F
F
F

F
F
F
F
K

EFF
UA
Kk
KC
HI
UA
AK
HX
HI
YC
UA
HH
HE
KC
UL
YC

WATCH-LIST COOES FOR THIS LER ARE:
31 ACCIDENTAL ACTION

REPORTABILITY CODES FOR THIS LER ARE:
13 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2Xiv): ESF actuations.

REFERENCE LERS:
1 247/86-036

ABSTRACT
POWER LEVEL - 100X. ON JUNE 17, 1988, WHILE THE PLANT WAS AT 100X
POWER, AN UNPLANNED REACTOR TRIP OCCURRED. A CONTRACT EMPLOYEE
PERFORMING CLEANING FUNCTIONS ON THE CONVENTIONAL SIDE OF THE PLANT
INADVERTENTLY DEPRESSED THE MANUAL TRIP BUTTON FOR 21 MAIN BOILER
FEEDUATER PUMP. DURING THE SUBSEQUENT ATTEMPTED RECOVERY FROM THE
LOSS OF ONE FEEDWATER PUMP THE MAIN GENERATOR TRIPPED ON HIGH WATER
LEVEL IN 22 STREAM GENERATOR. THE GENERATOR TRIP CAUSED A MAIN
TURBINE, AND SUBSEQUENT REACTOR TRIP. THE REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM
FUNCTIONED NORMALLY AND THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY WERE NOT
AFFECTED. THE USE OF CONTRACT EMPLOYEES FOR CLEANING IN THE VICINITY
OF CRITICAL OPERATING EQUIPMENT AT THE STATION IS BEING REVIEWED.

Figure 2 Example of SCSS LER Record

Equipment Steps - 2, 3. 4. 6. 7. 12. and 13

Step 2. This step describes the operation (EFF=KA) of the pushbutton (COMP=PB) as a
resultant cause (CAUSE=RC) from the contractor personnel action from step 1 . The pushbutton
is in the feedwater control system (PSYS=IT) interfacing with the condensate and feedwater system
(ISYS=FI).



Steps 3 and 4. These two steps describe the tripping (CAUSE=IH) of the motor (COMP=MOT)
to the feedwater (PSYS=FI) pump (COMP=PUMPZ). The effect of the motor ceasing to operate
(EFF=KC) resulted in low flow (EFF=HI) for the pump.

Steps 6 and 7. These two steps describe the resulting impact (CAUSE=RC) of the design error
involving the check valve (COMP=CVZ) in the condensate and feedwater system (PSYS=FI). The
check valve totally failed and required repair (P=TR) to return it to an operable state. Step 7 is
an information step providing further details on the effect of the check valve failure. The check
valve was open (EFF=AK) and allowed reverse flow (EFF=HX defined in the comments field)
through it.

Steps 12 and 13. These two steps reflect the high level (EFF=HE) in the steam generator
(COMP=SG) (PSYS=AH) and tripping (EFF=KC) of the turbine (COMP=TRB) in the
turbogenerator system (PSYS=FB). The tripping of the turbine led to the reactor trip noted in
step 14.

Figure 3 depicts the
sequential relationships of the
individual steps indicating the
linkages between steps for the
event matrix in Figure 2. This
step interconnection diagram is
based on the arrangement of steps
as structured by the analyst to
represent the step, link, and
subiink fields. Initiating steps for
sequences are indicated with the
double bar (=). The A, B, C, eta,
designations are shorthand
methods for illustrating that two
or more steps occurred to produce
a subsequent step. This step
interconnection diagram along with
an option to translate or decode
the codes in the matrix into words
represent ouiput format options
that can be included or suppressed
by the user.

USES OF SCSS

SCSS supports a broad
spectrum of search types from very
simple to quite complex. For
example, a simple search could
involve retrieving LERs for a
specific plant for a given time
frame involving a particular
system. A more complex search
could examine those instances
where maintenance personnel
made an error due to inadequate

STEP INTERCONNECTION DIAGRAM

1==>1 (step 1 is initiating step)

2 -->2 (step 2 is linked to step 1)

3 ->3

4 >A

II3»2I1III> (step 5 is initiating step)

6 -->6—>A (steps 4 and S link to cause step 6)

(step 7 ends given sequence)

8 -->

14

Figure 3 Sequential Structure of Steps



procedures which subsequently led to an automatic shutdown (trip) of the plant, thus taking advantage of
the linking capability of SCSS.

SCSS supports trends and patterns analysis by identifying events that are similar in not just one
respect, but in several respects. For example, one could identify those events at pressurized-water reactors
(PWRs) that have begun commercial operation within the last two years where check valves in the
component cooling water system failed open and subsequently led to an ESF actuation. Thus, this example
represents several requirements:

only PWR type reactors
time frame following commercial operation
specific system
specific component
system/component paired relationship
failure mode of component
sequential relationship between two occurrences of interest

Other features of SCSS that support trends and patterns analysis include:

identification of components at a generic or coarse level (valves)
or at a fine level (check valves)
detailed description of personnel actions
identification of multiple initiators of events
encoding of train level and system level information

In addition to searching for similar events that have occurred, one can postulate event scenarios or
sequences that may be of interest. One can pose any number of "what if" questions to query the database
to determine if a sequence or related failures or errors have occurred.

Currently, NRC plans to utilize SCSS to support the generation of cause code data as
programmatic performance indicators (Pis). [6,7] Search strategies have been developed that identify
information for trending plant performance in the areas of maintenance, personnel (both licensed operator
and non-licensed staff), administrative control, design/construction/installation/fabrication, and random
equipment failure. SCSS will provide data in these programmatic areas that will permit trending to identify
declining plant performance in any one of these areas. Other examples of uses by NRC of SCSS and LER
data to support trends and patterns analysis are discussed in another paper at this conference. [8]

CHANGES IN DATA CONTENT IN SCSS

The type and content of data contained in SCSS have remained essentially constant with a few
exceptions that were dictated by changes in the environment in which SCSS operates. The revised LER
rule [1] implemented by NRC in 1984 modified the content of the LERs, hence affecting the data in SCSS.
The revised LER rule no longer required the reporting of individual component failures and set point drift
events - these were to be reported to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations for inclusion it its Nuclear
Plant Reliability Data System . NRC identified the types of events it was interested in having reported that
(1) were believed to be significant and useful in its role of ensuring the safety of the plants, (2) would
provide information required for engineering studies of operational problems, and (3) would support trends
and patterns analysis. Consequemly, fewer LERs were reported, but for those events reported NRC
requested substantially more information and details on causes, equipment failures, and personnel actions.
Thus the information content of LERs reported since 1984 is more comprehensive, while certain types of
events reportable prior to 1984 may not be reported or not reported as often.

In response to needs identified by NRC, additional information was added to the SCSS LER record
starting with the 1987 LERs. Event level causes were added to support root cause analyses and supplement
the cause data at the step level. Consequently, SCSS now utilizes a two-tiered approach for providing
cause data. Additional data were also captured on ESF and reactor protection system (RPS) actuations



when these changes were made. Information on causes, parameter of actuation (temperature, pressure,
level, flux, etc,), and the system actuated were added to the unit effect step.

INSIGHTS GAINED THROUGH DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION OF SCSS

The SCSS experience has provided several insights from the developmental stages through the
operation of a mature system. These insights should be considered when undertaking the development and
subsequent operation of a system that (1) involves encoding complex data - the coding or translation of the
narrative text into the SCSS event matrix, (2) involves data representing a highly technical application -
events occurring at nuclear power plants, and (3) requires effective and efficient software for data retrieval
that supports detailed queries, counts, sorts, etc. of the data to take full advantage of the precision with
which the data has been encoded. The three areas for which insights are summarized include: system
design requirements, system operational considerations, and quality control/assurance measures. The term
system herein includes not only hardware/software aspects but also includes staffing considerations.

System Design Requirements. There are at least three factors to be assessed upon
initiation of a large database application such as SCSS. These include:

1. Flexible data structure. Upon determining the various combinations of fields and data types
thai will comprise the data record for the database, the data structure should be evaluated to
determine if there is sufficient flexibility in its capability to accept new types of information easily.
Does the capability exist to portray additional or different types of information beyond that
presently envisioned? Invariably after a system is operational for any period of time it will be
desirable and often necessary to accommodate new types of information to reflect interests of the
users and changes occurring in the environment from which the data is being captured. It is very
expensive to restructure the system to incorporate new fields from a computer programming
perspective. The new structure requires changes from a data entry and data retrieval standpoint
For SCSS, following the initial development and conduct of a trial program in 1980, the fields and
structure of the matrix that are used currently were established in 1981 and have remained
unchanged. By using special designations for certain types of occurrences for system occurrences,
train level occurrences, personnel occurrences, etc, different types of informational steps can be
created with their own special sets of cause, effect, system, etc, codes for use in the appropriate
fields.

2. Software/hardware selection. The selection of software/hardware for the initial development of
the database should consider the ease with which the database can be "brought up" and provide an
environment in which the system can be tested, evaluated, and modified as needed. Once
prospective users see their data up and running, the omissions, additional data needs, additional
software needs, etc, become readily apparent. The design objectives of the database need to be
tested to determine if it will function and provide answers. Therefore, the software/hardware
configuration should be one that will not require substantial resources and time to modify an
existing structure at this stage of development. It should possess sufficient computing power to test
the database application. Also, for a large application, the software/hardware configuration that the
database ultimately operates on, as a mature system, may not be the one on which it was
developed.

Once the initial data structure has been established and a trial program conducted (discussed
below), an evaluation study should be conducted to identify a software/hardware combination that
is best suited for the application. The experience gained from the trial program should provide
information on requirements to operate and maintain the database (enter and store the data) and
on the software (data retrieval) requirements. Consideration should be given to the portability or
ability to transfer the database to newer computers, particularly with regard to mainframe
applications.



3. Trial program. A trial program should be conducted that involves all aspects of obtaining,
evaluating, processing, maintaining, and searching the data. There is no substitute for actually
conducting full-scale operations to find the errors and incorrect assumptions made in designing the
procedures and logistics for processing the data and operating the system. It is important that
the eventual user of the database be integrally involved in this stage as well as the development to
ensure that the system supports the user's needs.

Having completed the trial program, the developer of the database and user need to agree (1)
on the modifications that are to be made based on the trial program and (2) that the system meets
the user's needs as presently defined. This agreement hopefully precludes undesired false starts,
which can be costly, when attempting to make the transition to an operational system.

System Operational Considerations. To operate and maintain a system such as SCSS, there are
four major considerations: staffing, operational procedures and processes, interaction with users,
and computing resources. Each of these areas are discussed briefly.

Staffing. The event matrix is the most important element of the SCSS data record. Other
information contained in the record provides additional and descriptive material relevant to the
event, but the matrix contains the data describing the event. To translate the narrative in the LER
to the event matrix format requires experienced engineers. These engineers must know how nuclear
power plants operate. This entails an indepth understanding of plant systems, typical operating
procedures, and relevant design features of PWRs and boiling-water reactors (BWRs) as well as
differences among the PWR nuclear steam supply system vendors. In addition to these obvious
requirements of experience and training, consideration also must be given to other factors. The
staff who encode the LERs must have an understanding of how the data are likely to be used and
what the capabilities of the software are from a retrieval standpoint This often may influence how
certain information is encoded. If there are trade-offs between ease of encoding and ease of
retrieval, ease of retrieval for the user takes precedence. Also, for those staff members directly
involved with the encoding, other projects or tasks involving data analysis should be provided for
variety and to take advantage of the engineer's experience. The encoding process is an intense
process requiring attention to detail and concentrated effort. Typically, an engineer should spend
no more that about 50% time directly associated with processing of the data. Also, the interests
of individuals should be considered when selecting engineers for this type of task. Engineers who
are "hands-on" oriented - they prefer to work on equipment or out in the field - may not be suited
for such tasks. The ability to concentrate for extended periods of time and contend with large
volumes of data are factors for consideration.

Operational Procedures and Processes. The various steps in processing the data from obtaining
or gathering the data, encoding, quality control and assurance (QC/QA), updating the database, etc,
should be as efficient as possible. Duplication of tasks, handling data or documents multiple times,
entering the same data more than one time (such as LER numbers, event dates, etc.,), and
processing data in a sequential manner (as opposed to a parallel manner) should be avoided. The
present state of technology involving (1) personal computers to upload and download data and
(2) optical character readers and scanners to process text and figures, dictates that the flow process
for creating the data and updating the database needs to take full advantage of such mechanisms
for increased efficiency and cost effectiveness. Project managers for the database should be attuned
to the needs and recommendations of the staff in these areas to improve overall operations. Also,
project managers should evaluate on a periodic basis, e.g., three-year intervals, their operational
procedures and process as well as formal feedback from users to properly evaluate the overall
system operation and usefulness.

Interaction with Users. In operating the database, which is accessed by a large number and
cross-section of users, it is imperative to maintain contact with the users to ensure that the



database is useful. Periodic user surveys, training sessions, and proper documentation for accessing
and searching the database are required. This user support is necessary if the database is to remain
viable.

Hardware/software. The principal consideration, in addition to those noted previously, is that the
combination of hardware and software on which the database resides and operates possesses
capabilities to support the types of searching that will be conducted. Such questions that require
addressing include:

Does the software have the flexibility to support anticipated queries?

Does the computer possess sufficient cdmputing power for complex searches to provide
acceptable turnaround time in an interactive mode?

Is there adequate disk storage for data needs now and .'hose projected for the future?

QC/QA Measures. The QC/QA considerations are obviously integrally involved in the operation
of the system. However, they are of sufficient importance to the success of an application like SCSS that
they warrant discussion as a separate topic Fcr SCSS to be of value to engineers studying particular types
of events or trending plant, equipment, or personnel performance, the data in the event matrix must be
accurate and consistent The following practices and procedures conducted for SCSS are presented as
examples for other database applications. These include system documentation, routine QA/QA procedures,
and subjectivity control.

System Documentation. A coder's manual was prepared for SCSS and includes four main items
that document (1) the coding methodology in terms of defining what types of data are entered into
what fields and providing guidance for structuring the event sequence, (2) definitions of codes, (3)
system descriptions including delineating system boundaries, and (4) coding rules or conventions to
address specific or unusual aspects of events. The coder's manual sets forth the procedures and
definitions that form the basis for the actual interpretation of the event for constructing the event
matrix. It is the document that completely describes "processing the data."

Routine QC/QA Procedures. The quality and integrity of the data must be ensured. Every LER
that is encoded by an engineer is checked by one of two types of reviews - an indepth review or
a "quick look" review. A minimum of 30% of LERs encoded by all individuals receive the indepth
review. The extent to which an engineer sends LERs to the quick look review depends on his
coding experience and assessment of the encoder's most recent error statistics. Less experience or
high error statistics will necessitate routing a higher percentage of LERs to the indepth review.
Statistics on individual encoders are maintained at the coding stage and at the QC review stage to
provide statistical control for individuals and as a group. When an individual's error rate or the
group's rate exceeds established control points, steps are initiated to define the cause for the errors
and to take appropriate action to correct the errors. The feedback loop between the encoder and
the individual at the indepth or quick look stage is invaluable. It is important that these
individuals be physically located close together (adjacent or nearby offices) to facilitate this
communication. Periodic audits as a QA measure are conducted whereby completed LERs are
re-reviewed to evaluate the encoding and QC effectiveness. The SCSS QA manual describes the
assorted QC/QA activities and identifies the responsible individuals for the activities.

Another important aspect of the routine QC control involves usage of the computer. At the
time the encoder enters the event matrix and associated data for the event, the permissible codes
for the fields are validated. In addition to the code validation, the coding rules and conventions
as described in the coder's manual have been translated into logical checks. Thus, certain code
combinations are not allowed, such as use of a BWR system code for an event for a PWR. Only
certain cause or effect codes make engineering sense for use with given components. Any possible
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validity check that can be performed by the computer should be implemented. All these various
checks are performed when the encoder has finished the initial coding and provide immediate
feedback on any errors or inconsistencies as noted by the computer QA checks.

Subjectivity Control. SCSS utilizes a team of experienced engineers to process the LERs. In any
database application where the data is evaluated or analyzed, as is done in SCSS, there is
opportunity for subjective judgement and interpretation. Based on the information presented in
the LER narrative, individuals can focus on different aspects of the event and also construct the
event sequence in different manners. In many instances it is not a matter of being right or wrong
in the subjective interpretations. Upon explaining why certain codes were selected or steps were
included, one can easily understand the rationale that another individual employed. Thus, the issue
to be resolved is one of consistency - attempting to have the encoders approach similar events in
a similar manner for creating the event matrix. To promote this consistency, "convergence in
consistency" techniques have been developed. These include: (1) pairing a new coder with an
experienced coder during training, (2) having the new coder initially code LERs that are revisions
to earlier LERs such that the new encoder has the benefit of the previously coded version which
aids in the understanding of how different events are coded, and (3) as part of the ongoing QC/QA
program encoders will (a) code the same LER independently and differences noted and feedback
provided and (b) code the same LER in a group setting where all coders collectively code LERs.
In the group setting when differences arise, the encoders are asked to provide justification and
explanations for decisions made. Both of these approaches are designed to identify differences in
coding of events. Once differences are identified, they are resolved by providing feedback and/or
writing new coding rules as appropriate.

ACCIDENT SEQUENCE PRECURSOR PROGRAM

The Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) program involves the review of LERs to identify and
categorize precursors to potential core damage accidents. [4] Accident sequences of interest in this study
are those that, if completed, would have resulted in inadequate core cooling in the short term (typically up
to 20-30 minutes) and that would have potentially resulted in severe core damage. Such precursors could
be infrequent initiating events or equipment failures that, when coupled with one or more postulated
events, could result in a plant condition leading to severe core damage. The identification of precursors
from LERs consists of a two-step process. An initial, bounding review is conducted to identify events that
in any way appear to deserve detailed review. Events selected for the subsequent detailed review include:

(1) core-damage initiators including loss-of-feedwater (LOFW), loss-of-offcite-power
(LOOP), and small-break loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA);

(2) all events in which a reactor trip was required;

(3) all support system failures, including failures in cooling water systems, instrument
air, instrumentation and control, and electric power systems;

(4) any event where two or more failures occur,

(5) any event or operating condition that is not predicted or proceeds differently from
the plant design basis; and

(6) any event that, based on the reviewers' experience, could have resulted in or
significantly affected a chain of events leading to potential severe core damage.

The detailed review of each event selected for further review considers (1) the immediate impact of an
initiating event or (2) the potential impact of the equipment failures or operator errors on readiness of
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systems in the plant for mitigation of off-normal and accident conditions. Thus, for each actual occurrence
or postulated initiating event associated with an LER, a sequence is constructed that details the operation
of various mitigating systems required to prevent severe core damage. Events selected as precursors
typically include one of the following characteristics:

a core-damage initiator (such as a LOOP, steam-like break, or
small-break LOCA);
a failure of a system (all trains of a multiple-train system)
required to mitigate the consequences of a core-damage initiator,
or
degradation in more than one system required to mitigate the
consequences of a core-damage initiator.

Events identified in the detailed review of each precursor are mapped onto plant-class event trees
to estimate a conditional probability of subsequent severe core damage for each precursor. This probability
can be considered as a measure of residual protection remaining, given the failures observed in an event.
Conditional probabilities for end states [core damage, core vulnerability, and anticipated-transient-without-
scram (ATWS)] associated with each precursor are calculated by applying appropriate failure probabilities
to each event-tree branch and summing the resulting conditional sequence probabilities for the given end
states. Figure 4 presents a hypothetical event involving a LOFW mapped onto an event tree. An initiating
event probability is
assigned based on
observed events, and
branch probabilities are
determined based on
the conditions that
were present at the
time of the precursor
event Once these are
establ ished, the
sequences leading to
the end states (core
vulnerability, core
damage, and ATWS)
are calculated and
summed to produce an
estimate of the
conditional probability
of each end state for
the precursor.

Thus, ASP
focuses on initiators
and core-damage
mitigating systems to
cons t ruc t event
sequences. The
number of LERs or events ultimately selected as precursors average some 40 to 50 per year out of 2600
to 2900 LERs over the past few years. SCSS includes event sequence information on all LERs while the
ASP process constructs a very limited number of event sequences for the specific purpose of examining
potential core-damage events.
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Figure 4 Example ASP Event Tree
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SIGNIFICANT EVENT COMPILATION TREE PROGRAM

The Significant Event Compilation Tree (SECT) Program is a computer program developed by the Canadian
Atomic Energy Control Board and subsequently adopted by the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) for analyzing
events at commercial nuclear power plants. The two principal objectives of SECT cited by its developers
are to (1) identify the sequence of events preceding or succeeding a failure or occurrence of interest and
(2) identify or postulate chains or sequences of failures or faults not previously identified. Another paper
presented at this conference discusses SECT in more detail. [5]

SECT utilizes real operating data from plants using a top-down approach to identify resulting
failures or consequences. This is in contrast to the fault tree approach where the top event is postulated
first and possible causes are determined subsequently. It differs from event trees in that SECT only includes
failure paths while event trees include success paths as well as failure paths. Events reported through
NEA's Incident Reporting System (IRS) are screened for more "complex" events involving adverse system
interaction, failure of redundant components, multiple failures, etc The sequences of interest are selected
by specialists and manually coded. Thus, the data for input to SECT is comprised of individual sequence
chains, referred to as "incident trees" consisting of a set of ordered occurrences. For example, (1) a loss
of instrument air causes (2) the Gre suppression system to actuate causing (3) internal flooding that leads
to a (4) short circuit ultimately leading to (5) a loss of vital power. The incident tree for this event would
consist of the 5 separate, but "linked" occurrences. For the purposes of SECT, repeating sequences are
excluded.

Once a sufficient number of events are coded, the SECT program is executed. The initiating
failure of interest is specified by the user and SECT attempts to merge the individual incident trees into
one overall tree. In effect, SECT identifies "failure paths" across separate sequences where resultant
failures/occurrences in a sequence in event 1 ties to an initiating failure/occurrence in a sequence in event
2, event 2 ties to event 3, etc., to construct the overall incident tree.

As in the ASP program, SECT constructs event sequences on a subset of events possessing certain
characteristics. The basic approach in constructing the event sequence in SECT appears to be conceptually
similar to that done in SCSS, i.e., reviewing the event and encoding the event in a structured format to
support analyzing event sequences. The principal difference between SECT and SCSS is that SECT looks
across multiple events attempting to identify unrecognized sequences while the analysis of event sequences
within SCSS is performed within individual events.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR SCSS

LERs will continue to be added to the database, which currently has over 30,000 LERs dating back
to 1980, at a rate of 2500-2800 per year. SCSS currently resides on an IBM-3033 mainframe computer at
ORNL, which is to be replaced in late 1990. The current software will be replaced with a later version
employing FORTRAN 77, which will make the software less dependent on the exact type of computer on
which it operates.

Currently, a personal computer based front-end processor (FEP) is being developed as a "user-
friendly" interface that will permit more users to directly take advantage and exploit the detailed information
contained in the event matrix. This FEP will obviate the need for a user to become familiar with explicit
SCSS search commands and search syntax as well as the myriad number of codes. This should facilitate the
capability of NRC staff to retrieve event-specific data to support trends and patterns analyses.

The NRC Commissioners recently approved the use of cause codes as a set of programmatic Pis
to be added to NRC's existing set of Pis. Work is currently under way to refine search strategies to
generate the cause codes based on data contained in the SCSS event matrix. Also, corrective action data
will be incorporated into SCSS as a supplement to the cause code data. These additions to SCSS will start
with the 1989 LERs.

One potential area that warrants investigation in the future is the use of artificial intelligence (AT)
or expert system techniques to examine the 30,000 LERs on SCSS. Typically, a user is interested in a
problem, equipment failure, personnel error, or event type having at least one or more characteristics. The
user has a preconceived idea of what type of data to extract from SCSS. Through pattern recognition



techniques offered by AI or expert systems, one could examine SCSS without any preconceived ideas to find
sequential failures, operational problems, system interactions and dependencies, etc., that may not have been
identified.

SUMMARY

The database system employed by NRC for general identification and retrieval of LERs is SCSS.
The SCSS structure and data elements, including the sequential relationships of individual failures and
personnel errors, has demonstrated excellent retrieval capabilities. The system is being further utilized to
support trends and patterns analyses of nuclear power plant operations by NRG
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